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The condition for the coherent addition of the relativistic nonlinear Thomson scatteredsRNTSd
radiations from a group of electrons is derived. Numerical calculations show that under such a
condition, all the characteristics of RNTS radiation by a single electron are maintained, leading to
the generation of intense attosecond x rays. Such an attosecond x ray is produced in a specific
direction with a very narrow angular divergence. An x-ray radiation of,1016 W/cm2 with a pulse
width of 7.7 as is expected for an oblique irradiation of a 20 fs linearly polarized laser pulse of
431019 W/cm2 on a 7 nmthick film target. For the proof-of-principle experiment, the radiation
characteristics from a 50 nm thick film target are presented and discussed. ©2005 American
Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1878832g

I. INTRODUCTION

Relativistic plasma, a new regime in physics, has been
opened due to the development in ultraintense laser technol-
ogy during the past decade.1,2 Not only the fundamental as-
pect of relativistic plasma are attractive but also its potential
application seems to be significant especially in the area of
the generation of high energy particles such as electrons,
ions, positrons, andg rays.3 The generation of x-ray radia-
tion with a pulse width of subfemtoseconds presently draws
much attention because such a radiation allows one to ex-
plore ultrafast dynamics of electrons and nucleons.

Several schemes have been proposed and/or demon-
strated to generate an ultrashort x-ray pulse: the relativistic
Doppler shift of a backscattered laser pulse by a relativistic
electron beam,4–6 the harmonic frequency upshift of a laser
pulse by relativistic nonlinear motion of electrons,6–17 high
order harmonic generation in the interaction of intense laser
pulse with noble gases18–21 and solids,22–27 and x-ray laser
using inner shell atomic transitions.28,29 The train of a few
100 as pulses has been observed in the case of laser-noble
gas interaction.19–21

When a low-intensity laser pulse is irradiated on an elec-
tron, the electron undergoes a harmonic oscillatory motion
and generates a dipole radiation with the same frequency as
the incident laser pulse, which is called Thomson
scattering.30 As the laser intensity increases, the oscillatory
motion of the electron becomes relativistically nonlinear,
which leads to the generation of harmonic radiations, re-
ferred to as relativistic nonlinear Thomson scatteredsRNTSd
radiation. The motion of the electron begins to be relativistic
as the following normalized vector potential approaches to
unity:

ao = 8.53 10−10lI1/2, s1d

wherel is the laser wavelength inµm andI the laser inten-
sity in W/cm2.

The RNTS radiation has been investigated in analytical
ways.6–13 Recently, indebted to the development of the ul-
traintense laser pulse, experiments on RNTS radiation have
been carried out by irradiating a laser pulse of
1018–1020 W/cm2 on gas jet targets.14–17A numerical study
in the case of single electron has been attempted to charac-
terize the RNTS radiation12 and a subsequent study has
shown that it has a potential to generate a few attosecond
x-ray pulse.13 Even a scheme for the generation of a zepto-
second x-ray pulse using two counter propagating circularly
polarized laser pulses has been proposed.11

The main properties17 which make RNTS radiation dif-
ferent from Bremsstrahlung radiation are known to bes1d
incoherent radiation or, linear dependence of the radiation
intensity on an electron density,s2d broad and peaked spec-
trum, ands3d strongly anisotropic angular distribution. How-
ever to maintain the ultrashort characteristics of RNTS by a
single electron, all the scattered radiations from a plasma
should be coherently superposed, that is, the radiation inten-
sity should increase quadratically on electron density. This
motivation has led us to a condition for a coherent superpo-
sition of RNTS radiations from a plasma. The numerical
simulations on this condition have been conducted and re-
vealed that for an ultrathin target, the characteristics of the
RNTS radiation by single electron is indeed preserved at a
specified direction and the RNTS radiation energy might ex-
ceed Bremsstrahlung radiation energy.

II. A CONDITION FOR COHERENT RNTS

To maintain the ultrashort pulse width or wide harmonic
spectrum of a single electron radiation even in the case of a
group of electrons, it is required that the radiations from
different electrons should be coherently added at a detector.
In the case of RNTS radiation, which contains many har-
monic wavelengths, such a requirement can be satisfied only
if all the differences in the optical paths of the radiations
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from electrons to a detector be almost zero. The above con-
dition can be practically restated: all the time intervals that
scattered radiations from different electrons take to a detector
should be comparable with or less than the attosecond pulse
width of a single electron radiation.

Scattered radiations by individual electrons are calcu-
lated using the relativistic Newton’s equation of motion and
the formula for the radiation field by a moving charged
particle,12 and then all the scattered radiation fields from a
plasma should be evaluated at a detector. An analytic ap-
proach for this is hardly possible. However, the time inter-
vals that radiations take to a detector can be readily obtained
with the following assumptions as the first-order approxima-
tion: s1d plane wave of a laser field,s2d no Coulomb inter-
action between charged particles, thus neglecting ions, and
s3d neglect of initial thermal velocity distribution of electrons
during the laser pulse.

The quivering amplitude of an electron is about 0.6µm
for the laser intensity of 431019 W/cm2. Considering a
typical focal size of a laser pulse as 10µm, the transverse
variation of a laser intensity can then be neglected during the
motion of each electron. But the transverse intensity varia-
tion of a laser pulse could affect the total scattered radiation
from electrons at different transverse positions, which will be
discussed at the end of Sec. III. For a 20 fs FWHMsfull
width at half maximumd pulse width with a laser intensity of
431019 W/cm2, an electron propagates about 20µm in the
direction of the laser propagation during the laser pulse,
which is comparable to a typical depth of focus of about 10
µm. The inclusion of the paraxial propagation of the laser
pulse would make electrons feel more rapid decrease of the
laser field during the long longitudinal motion due to the
defocusing of the laser pulse. Thus the plane wave approxi-
mation might affect the intensity of the scattered radiation by
a small factor but the main characteristics of the radiation
would be maintained.

With respect to Coulomb interaction between charged
particles, a critical density has been estimated, below which
the influence of ion field on electrons could be neglected.12

For a finite thickness target, the mean free path would be a
good parameter to estimate the effect of ion fields. Using the
electron-ion collisional time,31 in which the velocity of elec-
trons driven by the laser pulse is used instead of a thermal
velocity, for an electron density of 1022 cm−3, the mean free
path ranges from 10µm to 10 cm for the electron velocity
0.1c–c, wherec is the speed of light. This justifies the ne-
glect of Coulomb interaction for the target thickness of sub-
micrometers.

Without any prepulse, the target material would be ion-
ized through optical field ionization in the rising phase of an
ultrashort laser pulse, thus producing a plasma. Considering
this as an initial state of the plasma, the thermal temperature
might be in the order of a few eV which is negligibly small
compared with the kinetic energies of relativistic electrons
driven by the intense part of the laser field during which
RNTS radiation is emitted. Hence the neglect of thermal dis-
tribution of electrons or the frozen electron modelselectrons
initially at restd is justified.

With these assumptions, a plasma is modeled as a group

of electrons without ions. The radiation field by theith elec-

tron, fWistd at an initial position ofrWi =sxi ,yi ,zid, due to irra-
diation of an ultraintense laser pulse propagating +z direction
can be calculated from that of an electron initially at origin
and just considering the time intervals between the electrons
Dti,

Dti = Dti8 −
n̂ · rW

c
, s2d

where Dti8=zi /c is the time which the laser pulse takes to
arrive at theith electron from origin andn̂ the unit vector of

the radiation direction:fWistd= fWost−Dtid, where fWostd is the
radiation field from an electron initially at origin which is
calculated by the formulas described in Ref. 12. Then all the
radiation fields from different electrons are summed on a

detector to obtain a total radiation field,FW std as

FW std = o
i

fWost − Dtid. s3d

The condition for a coherent superposition inx-z plane
can now be formulated by setting Eq.s2d to be less or equal
to the pulse width of single electron radiationDtFWHM

s as
follows ssee Fig. 1d:

uz tanj − xu ø
cDtFWHM

s

sins2jd
, s4d

wherej=u /2. For a polar anglef, f=0° is inserted into Eq.
s2d, because the maximum harmonic radiation appears at this
direction in the case of a linearly polarized laser pulse and is
symmetric in the case of a circularly polarized one. Equation
s4d manifests that RNTS radiations are coherently added to
the specular direction of an incident laser pulse off the target,
if the target thickness,T is restricted to

T ø
cDtFWHM

s

sinj
. s5d

Since the incident angle of the laser pulse can be set arbi-
trarily, one can setu to the direction of the maximum radia-
tion of a single electron,uM. For a linearly polarized laser of
431019 W/cm2 and 20 fs FWHM, the calculation in the
case of a single electronsFig. 2d shows thatDtFWHM

s =5 as,
and uM =27°. Equations5d then indicates that the target

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the target and the laser pulse for the coherent
RNTS radiation.
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thickness should be less than 7 nm. This target thickness is
hardly realized in near future. However to an extent, the
above restriction in thickness can be relaxed to demonstrate a
coherent RNTS radiation. A proof-of-principle experiment
with a commercially available 50 nm thick film target is
proposed at the end of Sec. III to demonstrate our coherent
condition for RNTS radiation.

III. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

For the demonstration of the derived condition for the
coherent RNTS radiation, numerical simulations have been
conducted with the assumptions presented in the preceding
section. For a laser pulse, the parameters of a typical Ti:sap-
phire laser having a Gaussian temporal shape were adopted:
800 nm for wavelength, 431019 W/cm2 sao=4.3d for inten-
sity and 20 fs FWHM for pulse width with the laser propa-
gating along thez direction and the electric field of the laser
pulse being at thex direction sFig. 1d.

The features of the scattered radiations of two different
configurations of target were compared:sAd oblique inci-
dence on an ultrathin target of 7 nm in thickness, 5µm in
width, 20 µm in length, 1016 cm−3 in electron density, and
j=13.5° andsBd normal incidence on the base of a thick
cylindrical target of 1 µm in thickness and radius, and
1018 cm−3 in electron density. The electron densities of 1016

and 1018 cm−3 used here were chosen for the convenience of
the calculation because as will be discussed later, it is found
that the densitysor the total number of electronsd affects only
the intensity of the scattered radiation, but not its harmonic
spectral and temporal shape. The conditionsAd corresponds
to the condition for coherent RNTS radiationfEq. s4dg, while
the conditionsBd can be considered similar to the recent
experimental condition with gas target17 in the sense of its
incoherent radiation as will be seen later. The calculated har-
monic spectrum and power to a direction ofu=27° andf
=0° are plotted in Fig. 3 for the conditionssAd andsBd. The
direction is the specular direction of the incident laser pulse
in the case of conditionsAd. For the coherent target configu-
ration fcondition sAdg, one can find that the harmonic spec-
trum and powerfFigs. 3sad and 3sbdg have almost the same
structure as those from a single-electron radiationfFigs. 2sad
and 2sbdg in terms of high-energy photon spectrum and ul-
trashort pulse width. As expected from the analysis in the
preceding section, the shorter delays between radiations from
different electrons than the pulse width of single-electron
radiation makes the radiations superposed coherently repro-
ducing the radiation by a single electron except for much
increased intensity. On the other hand, in the case of the
condition sBd, the radiation characteristicsfFigs. 3scd and
3sddg are completely different due to an incoherent summa-

FIG. 2. RNTS by a single electron for
a linearly polarized laser pulse of 4
31019 W/cm2 and 20 fs FWHM.sad
Angular harmonic spectrum andsbd
angular power at the direction ofu
=27° and f=0°. The inset of sbd
shows the enlarged central double
peaks. It is shown that the radiation
contains energy spectrum from a few
tens to 200 eV with a pulse width of 5
as FWHM.

FIG. 3. RNTS for two different target
conditions described in the text as con-
dition sAd and sBd. sad and sbd are an-
gular harmonic spectra and angular
power for conditionsAd at u=27° and
f=0°, respectively, andscd andsdd for
condition sBd. sad and sbd shows al-
most the same structure as Figs. 2sad
and 2sbd. The enlarged central double
peaks in the inset ofsbd show 7.7 as
FWHM. The spectrum tou=0° direc-
tion is shown insad and scd for com-
parison. The intensity of the funda-
mental radiation insad is as large as
3310−11 J/seV rad2d.
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tion of the radiations, which will be analyzed later. In the
spectrum by a single electron, the intensity at 100 eV region
is much higher but for a normal irradiation on a thick cylin-
der target, the intensities of low-energy photons increase
more than those of high-energy photons. Especially, the
maximum intensity of the fundamental radiation is seven or-
ders of magnitude larger than those of the harmonic radia-
tions, while for the case of the conditionsAd, the maximum
intensity of the fundamental radiation is only four times
higher than those of harmonic radiations. The comparison of
the temporal shapes of the radiations at the direction ofu
=27° andf=0° shows that there is no attosecond pulse for
the conditionsBd. It should be mentioned that with a single
electron and a thin target, the direction of the radiation peak
is u=27° and f=0° but with a thick cylinder target, the
radiation peak appears atu=0°, because the dipole or funda-
mental radiation becomes most intense.

Since the coherent superposition condition is matched at
a specified direction, the radiation to a slightly different di-
rection, e.g.,u=30°, shows completely different characteris-
tics as shown in Figs. 4sad and 4sbd: stronger in low-energy
spectrum, power reduction by four orders of magnitude, and
complicated pulse shape. This direction-matching condition
for the coherent superposition leads to a very narrow angular
divergence. This property would be useful in an actual appli-
cation since the spatial selection of the most intense part of
the radiation would guarantee an attosecond pulse, which is
difficult to measure in a time domain.

These numerical results described in the above well
demonstrate the condition for the coherent RNTS radiation
derived in the previous section. For a circularly polarized
laser pulse, similar calculations have been conducted, which
showed the same results as those for a linearly polarized
laser pulse.

The dependence of the pulse width on target thickness
has been analyzed considering the temporal profile of the
radiation field by a single electron. In the case of a linearly
polarized laser pulse, one component of the radiation field
from a single electron,fstd is plotted in Fig. 5, in which the
inset shows the enlarged central peak. The total field from a
uniformly distributed electrons,Fstd can be obtained by in-
tegratingfstd over the volume as

Fstd = rE fst,rWdd3rW, s6d

wherer is the number density of the electron. The usage of
the relations between electronsfEq. s2dg, with a change of

variable in Eq.s6d, leads to the following equation:

Fstd =
N

T
E

t−Q/2

t+Q/2

fshddh, s7d

whereN is the total number of electrons in the volume,T the
target thickness, andQ=2T sinj /c. Considering the proper-
ties of the field function in the inset of Fig. 5 such as odd
symmetry and larger peak-to-peak intervalstpp

s d than the
width of each peaksDtFWHM

s d, DtFWHM sthe pulse width of
uFstdu2d can be approximately obtained for two extreme
cases:

DtFWHM .HQ for Q ! DtFWHM
s

tpp
s − DtFWHM

s for Q @ tpp
s .

J s8d

This indicates that the pulse width increases with thickness
and then becomes saturated. The increase of the pulse width
on the target thickness can be easily understood considering
the superposition of the peaks radiated from different elec-
trons with slight shift in time. The saturation of the pulse
width in the case of a linearly polarized laser pulse is caused
by the double peaks having opposite phases. As the thickness
increases more, the radiation peaks having opposite phases
among different electrons begin to be destructively interfered
causing the pulse width saturated. However in the case of a
circularly polarized laser pulse, due to the single peak nature
the pulse width keeps increasing as the thickness increases.
This has been also manifested in numerical simulations
whose results are shown in Fig. 6. Figure 6 shows the de-
pendence of pulse width on target thickness for a linearly
fFig. 6sadg and a circularlyfFig. 6sbdg polarized laser in the
specular direction of the incident laser pulse. The simulation
results in Fig. 6 are obtained for different thicknesses at a

FIG. 4. sad Angular harmonic spec-
trum andsbd angular power at the di-
rection u=30° andf=0°, which are
completely different from those for the
conditionsAd in Figs. 3sad and 3sbd in
terms of spectral, power shape, and
intensity.

FIG. 5. Thex component of the radiation field towardu=30° andf=0° for
Fig. 2.
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given target parameters of 1015 cm−3 for electron density, 5
µm for target width, and 10µm for target length. The laser
pulses irradiate a target withj=15° andj=17° for the linear
and the circular polarization, respectively. For a linearly po-
larized laser, the pulse width indeed increases with thickness
and becomes saturated at large thicknessesfFig. 6sadg. How-
ever, for a thick target, another complication sets in due to
the interference between adjacent peaks. This interference
strongly alters the pulse shape. For a circularly polarized
laser pulse, the single peak nature,12 or even symmetry of the
field profile makes the pulse width keep increasing as the
target thickness increases as shown in Fig. 6sbd. A series of
simulations has been performed also for different electron
densities, target thicknesses, and target lengths. The results
reveal that while the thickness dramatically varies the pulse
width or shape, other target parameters such as width, length,
and density do not affect the pulse shape.

The degree of coherence is analyzed by introducing the
following enhancement factora defined as

PN
* = P1

*Na, s9d

wherePN
* andP1

* are the peak radiation power from a plasma
with N electrons and from a single electron, respectively. The
dependence of the enhancement factor on target thickness for
a linear polarization is plotted in Fig. 7sad for the same target
parameterssopen circlesd as Fig. 6sad. One can notice that as
the target gets thinner,a approaches 2, meaning that the
radiation becomes coherent. On the contrary, as the target
gets thicker, it becomes incoherent as observed in recent
experiments.16,17 The enhancement factor not only depends

on the target thickness and but also on the other target pa-
rameters. To understand this behavior, the enhancement fac-
tor is analyzed using Eq.s7d. Rewriting Eq.s9d for a with the
help of Eq.s7d yields

a = 2 −
B

log N
. s10d

Now the coefficientB depends only on the thickness as

B = 2 lnSQ
f *

G*
D , s11d

whereG is the integral in Eq.s7d without N/T. The super-
script, * for each variable indicates its peak value in time.
Equations10d shows the weak dependence of the enhance-
ment factor on the total number of electronsN as shown in
Fig. 7sad. The symbols other than the open circle in Fig. 7sad
represent the simulation results for the different total number
of electrons but with the same thickness. On the other hand,
as plotted in Fig. 7sbd, the coefficientB depends only on the
target thickness for the same condition as in Fig. 7sad. This
coefficient, once obtained, is very useful to estimate the in-
tensities of the radiation for different densities or target sizes
without an actual simulation. This provides the justification
that the simulation at reduced densities would be still useful
for the understanding in the case of high densities as was in
Fig. 2.

The dependence of the angular structure of scattered ra-
diations on target thickness and length are plotted in Figs.
8sad and 8sbd, respectively. For a better comparison, each line
is normalized to its peak. As the thickness increases, the

FIG. 6. The dependence of a pulse width on target
thickness is plotted for different laser polarization:sad
linear andsbd circular. The data are obtained for the
target parameters: electron density, 1015 cm−3; width, 5
µm; length, 10µm. Thej’s are 15°su=30° andf=0°d
and 17°su=34° andf=0°d for the linear and the cir-
cular polarization, respectively. The approximated pulse
widths in extreme cases of ultrathin and thick target
thicknessfEq. s8dg are also plotted insad.

FIG. 7. sad The enhancement factora and sbd coeffi-
cient B defined by Eqs.s10d and s11d, respectively, are
plotted in the case of a linearly polarized laser. The
parameters shown in the legend ofsad represent width
sµmd, lengthsµmd, and electron densityscm−3d in order
for each symbol. The target parameters for open circles
are the same as in Fig. 6sad. It is noticed that while the
enhancement factor depends not only on thickness but
also on the total number of electrons, the coefficientB
depends only on target thickness.
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fundamental radiation is enhanced much more than high-
order harmonics, which makes the radiation atu=0° more
intensefFig. 8sadg. As the length increases, more radiators
within a volume make the radiation enhanced more in that
direction and the angular width narrower as shown in Fig.
8sbd. However the structures of the harmonic spectrum and
the power at the matched direction are not affected. These
angular characteristics are much different from the recent
experimental data with a helium gas target irradiated by 7
31019 W/cm2 intensity laser.17 Our calculational results
suggest that their observation may include significant contri-
butions from other physical processes.

From the simulation results for the conditionsAd, the
peak intensity of the radiation 10 cm away from the source is
estimated to be,1016 W/cm2 taking the angular divergence
of 0.1° and a solid density of 1022 cm−3. The total energy of
the RNTS radiation is also estimated to be more than 100µJ.
With a laser energy of 260 mJ, 60% of which being within a
focal spot of 5µm in diameter, the conversion efficiency of
the laser energy to all the high-order harmonic radiation is
estimated to be more than 4310−4. This conversion effi-
ciency is a few hundred times higher than that in the case of
high harmonic generation with Xe gas18 and glass target.27

RNTS radiation is emitted during the interaction of a
laser pulse with electrons and Bremsstrahlung radiation be-
gins to be significant afterwards. Even though two different
radiations are separated in time, it is difficult to distinguish
them in real experimental situations. Thus in order for RNTS
radiation to be measured with a certainty, Bremsstrahlung
radiation should be negligible compared with RNTS radia-
tion. The total energy of Bremsstrahlung radiation for the
case of this study is estimated to be about 0.1µJ according to
the formula described in Ref. 31 for an electron temperature
of 100 eV, an electron density of 1022 cm−3 and a duration of
10 ns. This is significantly smaller than the estimated energy

of RNTS radiation. Considering the long collision length of
an electron under such an intense laser pulse, the majority of
electrons might escape the target without any collision with
ions and Bremsstrahlung radiation might be then even
weaker than estimated. The experimental geometry sug-
gested in this study will lead to a clean observation of RNTS
radiation.

The extreme condition for a target thickness such as 7
nm makes the demonstration of such an ultrashort pulse
hardly possible in the near future. Even though the 7 nm
thickness of a target is critical to achieve a few attosecond
x-ray pulse, such a restriction can be relaxed to an extent that
subfemtosecond radiations in a few 10 eV range can be gen-
erated. Thus the authors propose a proof-of-principle experi-
ment with a film target of 50 nm thickness, which is com-
mercially available. The calculated harmonic spectrum and
angular distributions are plotted in Figs. 9sad and 9sbd, re-
spectively. The pulse width is estimated to be 20 as or so
fFig. 6sadg, which is still attractive as an attosecond radiation
source. The estimated energy of the RNTS radiation is about
60 µJ, which still exceeds the Bremsstrahlung radiation of a
few microjoules. Hence the modulated harmonic spectrum
and the sharp angular distribution are expected to be mea-
sured. Since the thickness is a very important factor in this
analysis, to prevent the plasma from being expanded much
before a main pulse, a very high contrast ratio in 1 pss1010

or higherd of an ultraintense drive laser is required.32,33

It is important to address the effect of the nonuniform
intensity distribution of a laser pulse in a focal area on the
phases of the scattered radiations. The coherent condition
fEq. s4dg is derived by comparing the pulse width of single
electron’s radiation,DtFWHM

s with delay in the arrivals of the
radiations from different electrons. The delay is determined
by geometrical factors but the pulse width of a single elec-
tron’s radiation has been found to be scaled on the laser

FIG. 8. The dependence of the angular
distributions on sad target thickness
and sbd target length is plotted for an
electron density of 1015 cm−3, a width
of 5 µm, andj=15°. The length forsad
is fixed at 10µm and the thickness for
sbd at 2.5 nm.

FIG. 9. For a target thickness of 50
nm sad angular harmonic spectrum and
sbd angular power atu=30° and f
=0° are plotted for 1015 cm−3 in elec-
tron density, 5µm in target width, 10
µm in target length, andj=15°. In sbd,
the dotted line is the intensity inte-
grated over the whole spectrum and
the solid line over the spectrum larger
than 10 eV.
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intensity I as DtFWHM
s ~ I−1.4.13 This leads to the following

relation between the variations of a laser intensity and pulse
width:

dsDtFWHM
s d

DtFWHM
s = 1.4

dI

I
, s12d

whered indicates the variation. Then within a FWHM focal
area,dI / I =0.5, the pulse width of each electron’s radiation
varies up to 70%. Moreover the angular power of the scat-
tered radiation varies on the laser intensity to the power of
4.7.13 Thus radiations by the electrons out of a focal area or
a coherent region can be neglected, leaving the total RNTS
radiation coherent. This steep dependence of the radiation
power on the laser intensity could reduce the total radiation
power, which is estimated to be less than in the case of
uniform laser intensity by a factor of 3 around.

Another important factor to be considered is plasma dy-
namics including the propagation of a laser pulse through an
overdense plasma, especially in the case of the 50 nm thick
target experiment. The relativistic critical plasma density is
calculated to be 1.731022 cm−3, which is close to the plasma
density of 1022 cm−3 used in the estimation of the radiation
energy. The relativistic skin depth of 170 nm is rather longer
than the target thickness. The hole-boring problem could be
considered by estimating the speed of ion front.34,35 In the
case of the shorter pulse width than a potential sweeping
time of ,80 fs,35 the ion velocity is estimated to be,7
3107 cm/s for fully ionized titanium, of which a film target
is available with a thickness of 50 nm. Then the traveling
distance of ions during the laser pulse is<14 nm, which is
much shorter than the propagation distance of electrons, say
about 20µm and even shorter than the target thickness. This
estimation shows that the ion propagation due to holeboring
could be neglected in the current analysis. Recent numerical
simulation by Donget al.36 shows that if the plasma thick-
ness is comparable with or less than the skin depth, an ul-
traintense laser pulse can propagate with a few 10% absorp-
tion and little reflection even through an overdense plasma,
for example, 100 times denser than the critical plasma den-
sity. Even though the numerical study did not include a hole-
boring problem, the results show that our current analysis up
to a few 10 nm plasma thickness with a density of 1022 cm−3

could be applicable. However, to estimate the radiation in-
tensity and the pulse width more accurately, the dynamics of
an ultrathin film irradiated by an ultraintense laser pulse and
the radiations from individual electrons need to be treated at
the same time.

IV. SUMMARY

A condition for coherent superposition to get an intense
attosecond x-ray through RNTS radiation has been derived
and numerically demonstrated. It is shown that when an ul-
traintense laser pulse of 431019 W/cm2 and 20 fs FWHM is
irradiated on an ultrathin target of 7 nm at an incident angle
of 76.5° from a target normal, an intense x-ray radiation of
,1016 W/cm2 with 7.7 attosecond FWHM in the range of
100 eV could be generated. The total energy by the RNTS
radiations100µJd is estimated to exceed the Bremsstrahlung

radiations0.1µJd by three orders of magnitude, which makes
it possible to detect the RNTS radiation without a time-
resolved experiment.

The conversion efficiency from an optical laser to har-
monic radiations is also estimated to be 4310−4, which is
much higher than the other harmonic generation schemes. It
should be pointed that the geometrical condition for the co-
herent RNTS radiation is very similar to the moving plasma
mirror model,26 even though that the physical mechanisms
are completely different.

The derived condition and the calculational results show
that RNTS radiation with a normal film or a gas target does
not produce attosecond pulse and makes the fundamental
sdipoled radiation prevail over high-order harmonic radia-
tions.

A proof-of-principle experiment is proposed with a re-
laxed target condition: a target thickness of 50 nm. It is still
expected in this situation that the RNTS is highly angular
and stronger than Bremsstrahlung.
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